Malcolm Wiener Inequality & Social Policy Seminar Series

**SPRING 2013 ■ MONDAYS, 12:00-1:45 PM**
Buffet lunch at noon. Presentations begin at 12:15 p.m.

**ALLISON DINING ROOM (UNLESS NOTED)**
Harvard Kennedy School | 79 JFK St
Taubman building, 5th floor

---

**Jan 28**
**JAL MEHTA**, Harvard Graduate School of Education
*The Allure of Order: High Hopes, Dashed Expectations, and the Troubled Quest to Remake American Schooling*

**Feb 4**
**MARIA KRYSAN**, Sociology, University of Illinois at Chicago
*Community Attraction and Avoidance in the ‘City of Neighborhoods’ and Its Suburbs: What’s Race Got to Do With It?*

**Feb 11**
**STEVEN RAPHAEL**, Goldman School of Public Policy, University of California, Berkeley
*Incarceration and Crime Control: A Classic Case of Diminishing Marginal Returns*

**Feb 18**
**PRESIDENTS’ DAY HOLIDAY**

**Feb 25**
**MEIRA LEVINSON**, Harvard Graduate School of Education
*Educating at the Limits of Democracy*

**Mar 4**
**ROBIN ROGERS**, Sociology, The City University of New York
*The New Billionaire Philanthropists: When Does Giving Become Governing?*

**Mar 11**
**ADAM GALINSKY**, Columbia Business School

**Mar 18**
**SPRING BREAK**

**Mar 25**
**RUCKER JOHNSON**, Goldman School of Public Policy, University of California, Berkeley
*Desegregation & (Un)Equal Opportunity*

**Apr 1**
**TIM R. SASS**, Economics, Georgia State University
*Value Added of Teachers in High Poverty Schools and Lower Poverty Schools*

**Apr 8**
**NO SEMINAR**

**Apr 15**
**BART BONIKOWSKI**, Sociology, Harvard University
*Varieties of Popular Nationalism*

**Apr 22**
**SUSAN FISKE**, Psychology, Princeton University
*Varieties of Inequality: Universal Dimensions of (De)Humanization*

**Apr 29**
**BETSEY STEVENSON**, Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy, University of Michigan

**May 6**
**JAMES SIDANJUS**, Psychology and African and African American Studies, Harvard University
*The Theory of Gendered Prejudice: A Social Dominance Perspective*

---

*Sponsored by the Harvard Multidisciplinary Program in Inequality & Social Policy and by the Malcolm Wiener Center for Social Policy, Harvard Kennedy School. (version 01/28/2012)*